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Flight testing and preliminary analysis for global

system identification of ornithopter dynamics using

on-board and off-board data

S.F. Armanini∗, M. Karásek †, C.C. de Visser‡, G.C.H.E. de Croon∗, M. Mulder§

Delft University of Technology, 2629HS Delft, The Netherlands.

Bioinspired flapping-wing robots allow for unprecedented manoeuvrability and versatil-
ity, and increasingly small and light designs, with significant potential for flight in tight or
cluttered spaces. For efficient design, operation and control of such vehicles, fully exploit-
ing their potential and allowing for flight in a wide range of conditions, it is paramount to
explore and model their dynamics across their intended flight envelope. However, due the
complex flapping-flight mechanisms and limited availability of free-flight data, global mod-
els are not yet available, particularly models based on real flight data and simple enough to
be applicable in practice. This paper discusses a set of free-flight tests conducted with an
ornithopter to, firstly, investigate its dynamics in a range of different flight conditions, and,
secondly, provide a basis for global model identification, important for advanced controller
development, simulation and performance evaluations. The obtained results are presented
and system identification is used to provide insight into the dynamics of the ornithopter in
different flight conditions. Additionally, the flight testing process is discussed, focusing on
acquiring data suitable for identification and analysis of flapping-wing vehicles, specifically.
This includes fusing on-board IMU and off-board optical tracking data, to obtain not only
a higher quality and reliability, but also accurate high-frequency measurements that can
be used to analyse time-resolved flapping effects in free flight and during manoeuvres.

Nomenclature

ax, ay, az = accelerations measured by IMU

bax, bay, baz = accelerometer biases

bp, bq, br = gyroscope biases

f = flapping frequency

g = acceleration due to gravity

H = Jacobian of the measurement equation

Ixx, Izz, Iyy, Ixy, Iyz, Izx = body moments of inertia

K = Kalman gain

m = mass

P = estimated measurement error covariance matrix

p, q, r = angular rates in body-fixed coordinates

Q = process noise covariance matrix
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R = measurement noise covariance matrix

ub, vb, wb = velocities in body-fixed coordinates

vub, vvb, vwb = measurement noise in velocity measurements

vΦ, vΘ, vΨ = measurement noise in attitude measurements

wax, way, waz = process noise in accelerations

wp, wq, wr = process noise in rates

Xi, Zi,Mi = stability and control derivatives in standard notation

xb, yb, zb = (positions in) body-fixed coordinate system

xi, yi, zi = (positions in) inertial coordinate system

α = angle of attack

Γ = discrete input matrix

δe = elevator deflection

δe,CMD = commanded elevator deflection

δf,CMD = commanded flapping frequency

Φ,Θ,Ψ = Euler angles

Ψ = discrete state transition matrix

I. Introduction

Flapping-wing flyers have a remarkable performance at very low Reynolds numbers: they are highly ma-
noeuvrable, power efficient and versatile, typically being able to fly in a wide range of different conditions, ex-
tending from hover to fast forward flight. Hence bio-inspired flapping-wing micro aerial vehicles (FWMAVs)
are being researched extensively, and are expected to allow for novel applications that are not achievable with
conventional fixed-wing or rotary-wing aircraft. However, flapping-wing mechanisms are highly complex, due
to the unsteady aerodynamics, involving phenomena such as wake-capture and leading edge vortices, and
time-varying dynamics. While significant insight is now available on both fronts, thanks to studies on insects
and birds1,2, 3, 4, 5 , and, more recently, increasingly on robotic test platforms,6,7, 8, 9, 10,11,12,13,14 the high
complexity of flapping flight still poses a considerable challenge to FWMAV development. Additionally, a
considerable difficulty is still obtaining realistic experimental data, particularly in free flight and in different
flight regimes. Studies have found discrepancies between free-flight and wind tunnel data,15,16,17 so that
realistic insight for free flight ideally should be obtained in free-flight conditions.

For the reasons mentioned, analysis and modelling of flapping flight remains challenging, especially
obtaining simple, computationally efficient models that can yield basic insight and be used for design and
control in real-life applications. Hence, when flight data is obtainable, an attractive alternative to often
complex and computationally expensive theoretical or numerical models is system identification. Previous
system identification efforts18,19,20,21,22,23,24 showed that a data-driven approach can yield realistic but
simple models, as well as new insight, for a novel and complex type of vehicle, not known in great depth.
However relatively limited work has been done in this field so far, partly due to the difficulty of obtaining
suitable data. Additionally, existing identification work on flapping-wing flyers is limited to specific flight
conditions. This limitation is shared by most low-order dynamic and aerodynamic models currently available,
which typically have a limited applicability range, e.g. hover,25,26 and/or have not been validated in different
conditions with free-flight data.27,28

This is a limitation because one of the attractive features of ornithopters is in fact their ability to operate
in different regimes, which can lead to very different flight properties. This could be exploited to allow the
same vehicle to be used for different purposes, e.g. transitioning easily from rapid flight in an open area, to
agile manoeuvring in a tight space, to hover. Knowing how a vehicle behaves in the different conditions it is
intended to fly in is necessary for safe and efficient operation and to maximally exploit its potential, and is
also useful per se as new insight into an unconventional type of flight mechanism is obtained. Furthermore,
accurate, full flight-envelope models are highly valuable for design and advanced control.

Thus, there is currently a lack of insight into the changing dynamics of flapping-wing flyers in different
conditions, and a lack of simple global models to represent these changes. Additionally, there is limited free-
flight data available that might assist in addressing these gaps, and generally support improved understanding
and further development of flapping-wing vehicles.
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This paper discusses flight tests conducted, firstly, to investigate the flight dynamics of a flapping-wing
vehicle in different conditions, secondly, to support full flight envelope model identification of the FWMAV,
and, thirdly, to provide a comprehensive dataset for system identification and for in-depth analysis of time-
resolved flapping-flight behaviour, thanks to the fusion of on-board IMU data and off-board optical tracking
measurements. The flight testing process is discussed, focusing on relevant points for FWMAVs specifically,
and a data fusion approach is used to improve the accuracy and resolution in the reconstructed states, and
to allow also for the sub-flap cycle dynamics to be analysed in depth in free flight and during manoeuvres.
System identification is then used to compute low-order, linear dynamic models in each of the flight regimes
covered in the flight tests, and these models are applied to gain initial insight into the dynamics of the
studied platform in different flight conditions.

This paper is organised as follows. Sec. II introduces the test vehicle used in this study, the flight testing
setup and data acquisition hardware. Sec. III discusses the experiment design and flight test process, focusing
on issues specific to FWMAVs and system identification, as well as on data fusion. Sec. IV discusses the
main results obtained. The dynamics of the vehicle in different flight regimes are discussed and initial trends
pointed out. Potential uses of the collected data for time-resolved modelling are also briefly mentioned.
Sec. V closes the paper with a summary of the main findings and conclusions.

II. Experimental setup

A. Test vehicle

The platform used in this study is a four-winged ornithopter (cf. Fig. 1) with a 280mm wingspan, typical
flapping frequencies in the range of 10-15Hz and a flight envelope ranging from near hover to fast forward
flight. The mylar foil wings have an ‘X’-configuration, allowing for increased lift production thanks to the
clap-and-peel effect, while the T-shaped styrofoam tail leads to static stability and separates the bulk of
the manoeuvring from the wing flapping, operating according to the same principles as a standard aircraft
tail, with movable rudder and elevator surfaces. The same type of vehicle has been the subject of extensive
previous research and detailed geometric properties and descriptions of the design can be found, e.g., in
Refs.29,30,31 The mass and inertia properties of the specific FWMAV used in these flight tests are presented
in Table 2. Fig. 1(b) shows the orientation of the body-fixed coordinate system used in this study, defined to
be centred at the centre of gravity (CG) of the platform. In contrast to convention, the z-axis is aligned with
the fuselage – this was done to avoid attitude singularities, given the typically large pitch angle assumed in
flight by this FWMAV.

(a) Test platform (DelFly II29)

𝒛𝒃 

𝒙𝒃 

𝒚𝒃 

CG 

(b) Body-fixed coordinate frame, centred at the CG

Figure 1: Test platform used in this study and body-fixed coordinate system xb, yb, zb

B. Flight test setup and in-flight data acquisition

The test platform was flown in a 10m×10m×7m motion tracking facility (TU Delft Cyberzoo), equipped with
24 OptiTrack Flex13 cameras, and relevant measurements were acquired during flight using two different
methods.
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Table 2: Mass and inertia properties of the test platform

Property Value

m[g] 23.5

xCG[mm] (below fuselage) 9.6

yCG[mm] 0

zCG[mm] (from wing leading edge) 68.5

Ixx, Iyy, Izz[Nm2] 7.5E-05, 6.6E-05, 1.9E-05

Ixy, Iyz, Ixz[Nm2] 0, 0, 8.5E-06

Firstly, the aforementioned optical tracking system (hereafter: “OptiTrack”) was used to measure the
positions of 7 active LED markers attached to the FWMAV at the locations illustrated in fig. 1(a). The four
markers attached to the fuselage allowed for reconstruction of the position and orientation (quaternions)
of the rigid body, while the remaining markers, on the wing leading edge, rudder and elevator allowed for
reconstruction of the control surface deflections, and of the wing leading edge movement, hence the wing
flap angle (ζ). The obtained measurements were transformed from the OptiTrack coordinate system to
the body-fixed coordinate frame shown in fig. 1(b), and quaternions were transformed to Euler angles for
easier interpretation. Note that the CG location does not coincide with the centre of the OptiTrack-defined
body-coordinate system, which is based on geometry. This difference was considered when processing the
data.

Secondly, on-board measurements were acquired by means of an inertial measurement unit (IMU). For
the flight tests presented, the FWMAV was equipped with a 2.8g Lisa/S autopilot,32 which includes a 6-
axis MEMS IMU and a microcontroller unit (ARM Cortex-M3), allowing for open-source drone autopilot
framework Paparazzi-UAV33 to be run. The IMU was used to measure the linear accelerations and angular
velocities of the vehicle, at a chosen sampling frequency of 512Hz. While sampling up to 1024Hz is possible,
internal low-pass filtering at 256Hz implies that such sampling frequencies would not yield accurate additional
information. Moreover, previous work with similar ornithopters showed that very high-frequency content
becomes increasingly difficult to distinguish from noise.34

The IMU was attached to the body. Following the initial finding that the attachment mode influenced
the measurements made, a block of foam was added between IMU and fuselage, to introduce damping and
reduce unwanted vibrations. Small residual effects that remain despite the foam are being studied further,
however these effects were found to be small after the aforementioned modification. The IMU measurements,
as well as servo commands and motor speed, were logged using an SD card added to the autopilot. Further
details on the hardware and flight test setup (e.g. calibration, synchronisation) can be found in.35

Table 3: Overview of relevant data obtained from each data acquisition system.

Data acquisition means Measurements provided

OptiTrack xi, yi, zi,Φ,Θ,Ψ, δE , ζ

IMU p, q, r, ax, ay, az

On-board additional δE,CMD,RPM

III. Experiment design and data processing

Based on the aims stated in sec. I, flight tests were devised to meet the following requirements: (i)
cover a range of different flight conditions, (ii) provide data suitable for system identification and compatible
with a local linear modelling approach, focused on a cycle-averaged level, and (iii) provide data potentially
applicable also to study the time-resolved behaviour within each flap cycle. This section elucidates the
process of obtaining useful data meeting these requirements. An overview is given of both the flight testing
and the subsequent data processing, covering the following points: selection of test conditions and definition
of flight procedures (sec. IIIA, III. B), experiment design (sec. III.C), and data processing (sec. III.D).
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A. Test conditions and flight test overview

Preliminary tests on the same platform,35 and previous research on similar vehicles,31,36 were used to obtain
an idea of the ornithopter’s flight envelope and to establish a matrix of test conditions to fly in. Subsequently,
this initial framework was adjusted based on observations made while flying. Initial tests suggested that
typical flight conditions range from approximately 0.3m/s to 1.5m/s. In fact earlier tests31 showed that
the ornithopter can fly at much higher speeds of over 7m/s, however this requires shifting the CG (e.g. by
physically moving parts of the platform such as the battery, or the wings and flapping mechanism). Future
work will thus encompass including the CG as a model parameter, to yield insight into the dynamics with
different CG locations and help establish advantageous CG locations for design. At this stage only one CG
location was considered. An additional limitation regarding flight envelope coverage is constituted by the
experimental setup. The limited size of the motion tracking arena where flights were conducted (cf. sec. II.B),
implies that very high speeds entail both high risk of crashing and insufficient time for effective manoeuvring.
Nonetheless, the available space allowed for a wide range of conditions to be covered, including the most
commonly flown regimes. Finally, the current flight testing focused only on the longitudinal dynamics, hence
trim conditions were defined in terms of angle of attack and velocity norm, and manoeuvres were designed
only to influence the relevant states, i.e. velocities, pitch rate and pitch attitude (cf. sec.III. C).

Based on previous results and flight experience, 5 different steady flight conditions were chosen to conduct
identification manoeuvres in. The trim settings and corresponding steady-state velocity, angle of attack and
flapping frequency are given in table 4. Given that flights were conducted manually, with only the input
signals for identification being executed by the autopilot, effectively a small range around each condition
listed in the table was covered. An overview of the actual conditions explored can be found in sec. IV, fig. 8.

Table 4: Flight conditions where system identification manoeuvres were conducted

Condition # Elevator trim Flap frequency Angle of attack Velocity

[%] [Hz] [deg] [m/s]

1 -40 13.8 75 0.4

2 -30 13.8 65 0.5

3 0 13.3 50 0.75

4 20 12.6 45 0.9

5 30 12.3 40 1.1

B. Flight test execution

To conduct manoeuvres suitable for system identification, the Lisa/S autopilot board and Paparazzi autopilot
were used to pre-programme the input signals according to the desired specifications, and to execute these
automatically during flight, when triggered by the pilot. Flights were conducted according to the following
procedure. The elevator was fixed at a specific position, giving the trim setting, and small adjustments
to the throttle were then made by the pilot to establish a steady condition. Once a stationary condition
was attained, the pilot could trigger the pre-programmed input signals by means of a switch. No other
inputs were made during the identification manoeuvre and while the effects of the input were acting on the
platform, until the aircraft reached the edge of the flight arena, at which point the pilot intervened and the
procedure was repeated. Each flight lasted approximately three to four minutes and included several separate
manoeuvres. Prior to each flight, a series of static measurements were executed for calibration purposes,
particularly for alignment between IMU and optical tracking system, and to enable accurate measurement
of the control surface deflections.35

C. Input design remarks

Having selected the test conditions and established the basic procedure and setup for executing the flights,
suitable test manoeuvres for identification were designed. While input design is a well-established field and
many guidelines exist for aircraft system identification experiments, novel systems can present a challenge,
due to the more limited a priori knowledge and experience available. This is the case for flapping-wing robots,
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where (i) the dynamics are not known in great detail, (ii) free-flight data are not easily obtainable and thus
there is still little experience with and data from flight testing, and (iii) the flapping motion introduces an
additional complication.

Different approaches for input design include: computing in some way optimal inputs based on a priori
knowledge of the system,37,38 choosing input signals based on approximate or qualitative prior knowledge
and trial and error testing, or simply exciting as many frequencies as possible using heuristic signals such as
frequency sweeps. In the interest of simplicity, and given that some, but not comprehensive, prior knowledge
was available on the studied ornithopter, an engineering approach was chosen to design simple multistep
inputs. We started from standard aircraft guidelines,39,40 and adjusted these with the help of insight from
previous work and preliminary flight tests to obtain more effective results.

A preliminary decision was to use elevator deflections as sole input in the current tests. This is because
they represent the most effective and straightforward way of exciting most of the ornithopter dynamics, and
hence a useful starting point, however future work will also encompass throttle manoeuvres that vary the
flapping frequency. As signal type, doublets were selected, due to their simple execution and symmetry,
which makes the ornithopter more likely to remain close to its initial stationary condition following the
manoeuvre. Compared to 211 or 3211 signals with equally long pulses, doublets are also shorter in duration,
and given the limited size of the flight arena, this is advantageous as it allows for longer response times.
Previous tests with a similar ornithopter also showed that doublets provided sufficient excitation.31

The duration and amplitude of the inputs were tuned based on a number of interrelated considerations.
Firstly, the input signal must provide adequate excitation of the frequency range of interest. Evidently, a
larger, longer input provides more information, as long as it continues to excite the aircraft, but it also
requires longer tests and takes the vehicle further away from its steady condition, possibly violating linearity
assumptions. On the other hand, small, very rapid signals can lead to an unclear response and significant
noise influence.

Secondly, to allow the cycle-averaged dynamics to be identified effectively on their own, the input must be
such that the body dynamics are distinct from the flapping-related oscillations. The flapping motion induces
oscillations of the body, that, depending on the amount of filtering and the particular state, can have
significant amplitudes (cf. fig. 2). If only the cycle-averaged dynamics are considered, then the flapping-
related dynamics effectively represent a disturbance - and can imply a large signal-to-noise ratio, which
negatively impacts the results. This for instance can require large input signals. Indeed it was found that,
because of this and the particular dynamics of the system (discussed subsequently), relatively large inputs
are required compared to typical inputs used for linear model identification with fixed-wing aircraft.41,42,43

This, however, may conflict with the linearity requirement. Alternatively, a solution may be to minimise
this problem by completely filtering out the flapping content prior to identification.24
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(a) Filtered at 50Hz
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Figure 2: Sample of IMU-measured pitch rate q, low-pass filtered at different frequencies, highlighting the sometimes
very large flapping-induced oscillations, as compared to the body oscillations.

Thirdly, if a linear modelling approach is considered, the aircraft must remain close to its initial, steady
condition. This implies that the chosen manoeuvre must be somewhat symmetrical and not excessively long
or large. Additionally, and lastly, to allow for linear modelling, it is important to fly in a steady condition
in the first place, i.e. to achieve and maintain a sufficiently steady initial condition prior to execution of the
manoeuvres. In practice this can be challenging to do manually, particularly for a vehicle that is continually
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oscillating and flying in a limited space, particularly considering the effect of air draughts and the need to
re-stabilise after every turn. Trimming manually means that the initial condition is not always completely
steady, and that it is difficult to re-create the exact same conditions repeatedly. This is enhanced by the fact
that slightly different velocity/flapping-frequency/attitude combinations are possible with the same elevator
trim.

The space restrictions mean that the time available for each manoeuvre is limited, and this time must
include both a sufficient steady-state run-in, and sufficient time for the input to be executed and its effects
observed. Insufficient measurement time leads to more variation in the identified dynamics, as some com-
ponents may not be observed effectively. At the same time, the edge of the flight space is reached rapidly,
which implies frequent sharp turns that take the vehicle away from its steady condition, requiring time for
a steady state to be reached again. Large rudder inputs for instance led to considerable disturbance, often
making the successive manoeuvre unusable for identification. These requirements are in conflict – more
time to stabilise leaves less time for the response, and the problem becomes increasingly significant in faster
flight. A possible solution may be to fly in non-restricted space, using IMU measurements only. However,
this necessitates sensor fusion algorithms that are based on on-board measurements alone,? possibly at the
cost of lower quality, and would also require an approach for velocity estimation, as integrated accelerometer
measurements alone are not suitable for this. A further alternative may be to still only track in the limited
tracking area, but use additional, untracked space to reach steady conditions, thus using the tracking space
exclusively for the useful manoeuvre.

The amplitude and duration of the input signals were selected on the basis of all the above considerations,
finally leading to signals like that shown in fig. 4.
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Figure 3: Effect of different input amplitudes on the pitch atti-
tude and rate: comparison of flapping-related (blue)
and cycle-averaged (red) components
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Figure 4: Example of elevator signal used
for identification, in terms of com-
mand and resulting deflection.

Previous work on the same ornithopter design suggested natural frequencies of approximately 1Hz44,23

in typical flight conditions - while this is only an indicative value and will change in different flight regimes,
it gives an initial reference for input design. Based on frequency-domain analysis, approximate suitable
durations for a signal45 can be derived, such that the power content peaks around the expected natural
frequency. From this type of analysis combined with initial tests, a duration of 0.35s per pulse in the doublet
was selected. This was also found to be suitably short for the time and space constraints discussed, and
generally allowed for the vehicle not to move away from its stationary condition. While different values
will be more effective in different flight conditions, to minimise the test times and since no quantitative
information was available on this, the same duration was used in all tests.

The amplitude was then chosen to provide sufficient excitation, while considering the restrictions dis-
cussed. 30 − 40deg elevator deflections were used in the final tests, with smaller amplitudes becoming
necessary where more of the elevator deflection range was needed to maintain the trimmed condition. As
mentioned, both deflections and responses are considerably larger than is typical for standard aircraft in
a linear modelling context. Inputs of a few degrees lead to responses in the same order of magnitude as
the flapping-related oscillations, particularly in the linear and angular velocities. Moreover, the different
dynamics play a role - FWMAVs easily reach extremely large angular velocities, i.e. even a small input will
lead to small but extremely rapid changes in attitude. Compared to a standard aircraft, the same change in
attitude may be achieved an order of magnitude more rapidly. Nonetheless, while the current, fairly large in-
puts were found to yield accurate results, future work should investigate how this dynamic behaviour affects
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linearity assumptions. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, when analysing the cycle-averaged dynamics, the
flapping-related content was wholly filtered out. This was found to improve the results, and was significantly
less likely to lead to convergence problems in the estimation algorithm.

To maximise the available time for each manoeuvre, diagonal trajectories were flown across the tracking
space. Manoeuvres were conducted in the central part of the flight arena, allowing enough time for the
vehicle to stabilise after precedent turns, but still providing enough time for the effects to be observed.

D. Data processing and fusion

The flight test setup described allowed us to combine on-board IMU measurements and external optical
tracking measurements, to obtain a highly accurate and informative dataset, suitable specifically for analysing
and modelling flapping-wing vehicles. In particular, this not only leads to the usual favourable results of
sensor fusion, e.g. higher accuracy and reliability, but also allows for accurate high-frequency measurements,
indispensable for in-depth analysis of flapping-wing flight and the short time-scale mechanisms involved.

Optical tracking yields sub-millimetre precision and reliable measurements, whose accuracy does not
deteriorate over time. The main drawbacks include: (i) generally relatively low sampling frequencies for the
considered purpose, e.g. here 120Hz; (ii) presence of glitches and occasionally untracked or misattributed
markers, e.g. due to light disturbance; and (iii) exclusive measurement of position and attitude, meaning rates
must be computed via numerical differentiation, which introduces considerable noise.15 The low acquisition
frequency, in particular, means that even for the relatively low flapping frequency of the studied ornithopter
(10-15Hz), only approximately 8-12 measurements are made during each flap cycle. As can be seen in
fig. 6(a), this leads to a relatively low resolution, hence accurate analysis at a sub flap-cycle time scale is
possible only with great limitations.

By contrast, IMU measurements are typically gathered at very high sampling frequencies, here up to
1024Hz. This represents a significant advantage for looking at the sub flap-cycle level. Additionally, IMU
devices provide relatively accurate measurements over short time scales and are not prone to glitches – all
of which can be exploited to generally enhance the reliability of the resulting dataset. The major drawback
is integration drift, as well as increased noise and the possibility of biases, which must be computed during
calibration procedures and/or estimated in flight. Additionally, in the current experimental setup the way
the IMU is attached to the body also represents a potential source of error.

While each of the used measurement devices has limitations, combining their output allows for improved
reliability, thanks to redundant information, the availability of more direct measurements, fewer issues with
noise propagation, glitches and missing data, and more accurate and informative high-frequency data. In
the rest of this section the data fusion approach is outlined and the resulting data are briefly discussed.

1. Filter design for data fusion

An extended Kalman filter (EKF) was designed to fuse the IMU and optical tracking-provided data. The
EKF is an extension of the linear Kalman filter that is applicable to nonlinear systems, with the drawback
that a global optimal solution cannot be guaranteed, and divergence may occur, e.g. due to inadequate
initialisation. Improvements can be attained e.g. using iterated Kalman filters, however, for the present
application, an EKF was found to provide accurate results. The EKF is documented comprehensively in the
literature, thus only the main equations are given here, for a nonlinear state-space system of the form:

x(tk+1) = f(xk, uk, tk) + g(uk, tk) + w(tk) (1)

z(tk) = h(x, u, tk) + v(tk) (2)

where x denotes the states, u the input, z the output, z the measured output, w the process noise and v
the measurement noise. The process and measurement noise are assumed to be white and Gaussian, and
are characterised by covariance matrices Q and R, respectively. The filter is then given by the following
equations.
Prediction:

x̂k+1,k = f(x̂k,k, uk, t) (3)

Pk+1,k = Φk+1,kPk,kΦT
k+1,k + Γk+1,kQk+1ΓT

k+1,k (4)

Innovation:
Kk+1 = Pk+1,kH

T
k [HkPk+1,kH

T
k +Rk+1]−1 (5)
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x̂k+1,k+1 = x̂k+1,k +Kk+1[zk+1 − h(x̂k+1,k, uk+1)] (6)

Pk+1,k+1 = Pk+1,k −Kk+1HkP
T
k+1,k (7)

where Φ and Γ are the discretised state transition and input matrices for the linearised system at step k, P
is the estimated measurement error covariance matrix, K is the Kalman gain, and H is the Jacobian of the
measurement equation.

The filter designed in this study estimates the body attitude and velocities, as well as accelerometer and
gyro biases, using IMU data as input variables and optitrack data as output measurements. Given that
on the test platform, as on most current FWMAVs, no on-board velocity measurement was available, the
velocities fed to the EKF as measurements (u∗b , v

∗
b , w

∗
b ) were in fact calculated from the OptiTrack-measured

positions, via numerical differentiation and necessary coordinate transforms, using the attitude computed
from the OptiTrack-measured quaternions. u∗b

v∗b
w∗b

 =

 cos Ψ cos Θ cos Φ sin Ψ + cos Ψ sin Φ sin Θ sin Φ sin Ψ− cos Φ cos Ψ sin Θ

− cos Θ sin Ψ cos Φ cos Ψ− sin Φ sin Ψ sin Θ cos Ψ sin Φ + cos Φ sin Ψ sin Θ

sin Θ − cos Θ sin Φ cos Φ cos Θ

 ×

 ẋ

ẏ

ż


OT

The states, inputs, outputs and noise terms of the filter, according to eq. 8, are thus,

x = [Φ Θ Ψ ub vb wb bp bq br bax bay baz]T

u = [p q r ax ay az]T

z = [Φ Θ Ψ u∗b v∗b w∗
b
]T

v = [vΦ vΘ vΨ vub vvb vwb]
T

w = [wp wq wr wax way waz]T

and the process and measurement equations are:
Process equations:

Φ̇ = (p− bp) + (q − bq) sin Φ tan Θ + (r − br) cos Φ tan Θ (8)

Θ̇ = (q − bq) cos Θ − (r − br) sin Φ (9)

Ψ̇ = (q − bq) sin Φ sec Θ + (r − br) cos Φ sec Θ (10)

u̇B = (r − br)vb − (q − bq)wb − g sin Θ + ax − bax (11)

v̇B = −(r − br)ub + (p− bp)wb + g sin Φ cos Θ + ay − bay (12)

ẇB = (q − bq)ub − (p− bp)vb + g cos Φ cos Θ + az − baz (13)

ḃp = 0 (14)

ḃq = 0 (15)

ḃr = 0 (16)

ḃax = 0 (17)

ḃay = 0 (18)

ḃaz = 0 (19)

Measurement equations

Φm = Φ + vΦ (20)

Θm = Θ + vΘ (21)

Ψm = Ψ + vΨ (22)

u∗b = ub + vx (23)

v∗b = vb + vy (24)

w∗
b = wb + vz, (25)

where [Φ,Θ,Ψ] are the Euler angles, [p, q, r] are the roll, pitch and yaw rates, [ub, vb, wb] are the body-frame
velocities, [ax, ay, az] are the accelerometer-measured accelerations, [bp, bq, br, bax, bay, baz] are the sensor bi-
ases of the gyroscope and accelerometer, [vub, vvb, vwb, vΦ, vΘ, vΨ] are the measurement noise in the measured
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velocities and attitudes, and [wp, wq, wr, wax, way, waz] are the process noise in the rates and accelerations.
Asterisk superscripts indicate terms that are not directly measured but calculated from measurements, as
discussed.

The process and measurement noise matrices, Q and R, were initially based on the actual noise character-
istics of the measurements, and then adjusted based on the known or expected behaviour of OptiTrack and
IMU, and on the resulting outcome. Considering the desired outcome and known behaviour of the sensors,
results were found to be most effective when OptiTrack measurements were favoured. Based on the previous
discussion, a desirable solution is one where sufficient high-frequency content is left in the fused data, thanks
to the IMU contribution, while the slow time-scale evolution largely follows that of the OptiTrack. Thus the
underlying idea is to use the optical tracking data as a basis, particularly on a cycle-averaged and long-term
level, while using IMU data to (i) compensate for glitches in the tracking and (ii) provide accurate high-
frequency content. Additionally, the IMU provides useful direct measurements of the rates and accelerations,
unavailable from the tracking system.

Hence, the Q and R matrices were tuned to give more weight to the OptiTrack data. To select effective
values, we considered, firstly, the amplitude of the flapping-related oscillations, and, secondly, the innovation
errors and convergence behaviour. The flapping-related oscillations were in some cases observed to have
larger amplitudes in IMU than in OptiTrack measurements. This may be due to the effect of the IMU
mount, and for the velocities, different sensitivities of the accelerometer along different axes may also have
an effect. Nonetheless, comparing forces estimated from the IMU alone to wind tunnel data35 showed an
overall adequate agreement, with minor discrepancies. Hence at sub-flap cycle level, the two measurements
were given similar weighting.

Comparing the innovation errors to the uncertainty bounds predicted by the EKF, it was found that
while reducing R and increasing Q leads to increasingly small innovation errors and faster filter convergence,
eventually this leads to a significant discrepancy between innovation errors and error bounds predicted by
the filter. Thus, a compromise was found, where the errors and estimated error bounds are small, but the
former are still contained within the latter. Even a very significantly higher weighting of the OptiTrack
measurements was found to allow for high-frequency content to be taken over from the IMU measurements,
while also leading to small innovation errors and rapid convergence.

2. Data fusion results

Fig. 5 shows an example of fused data. It can be seen that an accurate result is achieved: in the long term
there is significant agreement between the OptiTrack data and the EKF result, while at small time scales,
the IMU sensor readings are used to obtain a high-resolution, accurate result, that improves significantly on
what could be achieved with the the OptiTrack alone. The detailed views in fig. 6 highlight the increased
information that can be obtained at high frequencies.

Fig. 7 shows that the innovation errors are mostly contained within the estimated error bounds, suggesting
an effective filter implementation. Errors in the estimated attitude are typically approximately 1-2◦ during
flight, and below 0.2◦ in the static case, however errors in the velocities are still relatively high during flight,
reaching up to 0.1m/s, possibly due to the numerical derivatives used as measurements. More effective tuning
will be explored to improve this result. Bias terms were found to approximately converge in the static case,
and only vary slightly during flight. Values were found to be small, most likely thanks to the calibration
procedures conducted prior to each flight, so that neglecting these terms may not have a significant impact.
Nonetheless, the possibility of biases should be considered in a general setup.

Further testing and analysis of the sensors is required to draw conclusions on the remaining discrepancies
between IMU and OptiTrack measurements mentioned above. Additionally, the velocity estimation can still
be improved. The current setup should however be suitable for most modelling and identification work. The
obtained data are accurate, contain detailed high-frequency information, and entail increased reliability due
to the merging of separate data sources.

IV. Flight test results and dynamic analysis

Tests were conducted around the conditions defined in table 4. Due to the manual flying and the duration
of the flights, there was some play around these nominal conditions. Fig. 8 gives a visual overview of the
actual coverage attained in the tests, mapping the states and inputs of all the flown manoeuvres against
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Figure 5: EKF results. Comparison of OptiTrack measurement, IMU integration, and EKF-obtained values, for the
body velocities (u, v, w) and attitude angles (Φ,Θ,Ψ)
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Figure 6: Detail of EKF results compared to OptiTrack measurements: high-frequency content in pitch attitude.
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Figure 7: EKF innovation errors and predicted error variance bounds (±3σ) for the attitude and velocity compo-
nents. Results are shown for both static and free-flight segments.
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each other. In line with aerospace convention, the flight envelope was initially defined in terms of possible
combinations of angle of attack and velocity, as well as the elevator deflection required to achieve these. For
flapping-wing vehicles specifically, an additional important parameter to consider is the flapping frequency.
This could be seen as an additional state, which defines the flight envelope together with the angle of attack
and velocity, but could equally be seen as an input, as it is almost entirely a forced motion, in this case
controlled directly via the motor RPM. In either case, there is a clear correlation between angle of attack,
velocity, elevator deflection and flapping frequency, with increasing angles of attack implying decreasing
velocities and increasing flapping frequencies, as can be seen in the figure.

(a) Velocity, angle of attack and flapping frequency (b) Velocity, angle of attack and elevator deflection

(c) Velocity and angle of attack (d) Angle of attack and flapping fre-
quency

(e) Velocity and flapping frequency

(f) Angle of attack and elevator deflec-
tion

(g) Velocity and elevator deflection

Figure 8: Flight envelope representations – coverage obtained in the test flights, in terms of angle of attack, velocity
(||V ||), elevator deflection and flapping frequency. The 2D plots are projections of the 3D plots at the
top. The nominal trim conditions defined in table 4 are shown in orange.

Another relevant consideration is that the ornithopter - like most flying vehicles - has an optimal operating
range, where its performance is at its highest level. Moving away from this domain, flight is still possible but
becomes increasingly difficult. This also helps to explain why results are significantly more consistent for
conditions close to the ideal operating condition, while they vary more as we move away from this condition.

A first evaluation using the obtained flight data was made in order to establish the behaviour of the
ornithopter in the different conditions covered, representing a significant part of the flight envelope of the
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considered configuration (CG location). For this, the cycle-averaged behaviour of the system was considered,
with the flapping component neglected under the assumption of time-scale separation, found to be sufficiently
valid for high-level dynamic analysis for this ornithopter.24 Subsequently, the time-varying, flapping-related
component was briefly considered. Accurate measurement of the latter component represents one of the
key contributions of the current experimental setup. The obtained insight and results are discussed in the
following sections.

A. Dynamic analysis across the flight envelope

Evaluation of the time-averaged dynamics was conducted first visually, and, then using a data-driven mod-
elling approach. Since results obtained at 0.4m/s and 0.5m/s were found to be very close and fewer ma-
noeuvres were available for each of these test conditions, the two conditions were combined in the final
evaluation.
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Figure 9: Typical responses of the ornithopter in the different flight regimes considered.

To start with, and to obtain a qualitative idea of the dynamics, the output itself was considered, in order
to (i) evaluate visually how much the dynamics change between different conditions, and (ii) evaluate how
similar the response to separate but similar manoeuvres conducted in the approximate same conditions is.
Fig. 10 shows the response of the ornithopter in one particular flight condition, to eight separate manoeuvres.
It can be seen that while not identical, the responses are very similar in separate manoeuvres. Fig. 9 presents
an example of responses of the ornithopter to similar manoeuvres, in different flight regimes. It can be
observed that changes are not linear - in fact the two central conditions are generally very close, with the
highest and especially the lowest velocities leading to more widely differing responses. Nonetheless it should
also be considered that the scales considered are small, and even a seemingly small difference can have a
significant impact.

The dynamics were then analysed further with the help of modelling tools to obtain a more in-depth
qualitative and quantitative overview. While flapping-wing dynamics are complex, warranting the inves-
tigation into multi-body models,47,26,48,49 several studies have demonstrated that for basic flight dynamic
considerations, e.g. in the context of design and control studies, the standard aircraft equations of motion
yield a suitable description for many insects/ FWMAVs.50,51,52,24 Thus, we used simple linear equations
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Figure 10: Comparison of different responses (perturbations) to the same manoeuvre, for one flight condition
(1.1m/s)

as a tool to analyse the dynamics of the ornithopter. Assuming a simple, linear time-invariant (LTI) model
structure, models for the longitudinal dynamics were identified for each manoeuvre conducted at each of the
flight conditions considered. As in previous research on a similar FWMAV,24 these local linear models were
assumed to have the following structure,

∆q̇

∆u̇

∆ẇ

∆Θ̇

 =


Mq

Iyy
Mu

Iyy
Mw

Iyy
0

Xq
m − w0

Xu
m

Xw
m g cos(Θ0)

Zq
m + u0

Zu
m

Zw
m g sin(Θ0)

1 0 0 0




∆q

∆u

∆w

∆Θ

 +


Mδe

Iyy

Mδf

Iyy
Xδe
m

Xδf
m

Zδe
m

Zδf
m

0 0


[

∆δe

∆δf

]
(26)

Since at this stage tests were only conducted using elevator input (cf. III), the flapping frequency-related
parameters in the B-matrix could not be fully determined. However, sufficient excitation was still obtained
to compute the A matrix. Preliminary tests with throttle manoeuvres showed that some components of the
dynamics may be better excited by throttle signals, particularly the Z-force component, hence this will be
investigated in future work. However, the overall improvement was found to be limited.

The parameters in eq. 26 were obtained by means of a maximum likelihood estimation process, as outlined
in ref.24 As in the reference, the identification data was decomposed into time-averaged and time-varying
components, to simplify the modelling task, and only the time-averaged component was used to evaluate
the time-averaged dynamics. Future work will encompass merging the two components and introducing the
flapping dynamics into the overall model. In this regard, it was found in these tests that data, which have
been heavily filtered to remove most of the flapping-related contribution, are firstly, more likely to lead to
an accurate result (in terms of predictive capability and statistical properties), and, secondly, appear less
likely to lead to divergence of the estimator. Thus, it is advised to use filtered data for identification of
cycle-averaged dynamics of systems, like ornithopters, that incorporate two sufficiently different time scales,
where the fast time scale can be considered noise. However, an alternative approach is required if it is of
interest to model the fast time scale and its interaction with the slow time scale.

Fig. 11 shows the identification results obtained from one example manoeuvre in each different flight
condition, compared to the measured flight data. It can be seen that a high accuracy is achieved. This was
found to be the case for all datasets (e.g. average output correlation coefficient 0.96 considering all states),
suggesting that for reasonable inputs the longitudinal system dynamics can be well-approximated by LTI
model structures, even in different flight conditions, within the range considered in the tests.

Fig. 12 shows the poles of each estimated model, with different colours indicating models obtained in
approximately the same flight conditions and each point representing a different manoeuvre. This yields an
initial idea of the dynamics of the vehicle. It can be observed that in most cases the ornithopter exhibits
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Figure 11: Example of measured and model-estimated states for one dataset in each condition considered.

one mostly stable oscillatory pole and two stable aperiodic poles, and, as expected, there is some variation
between different flight conditions. Qualitatively, the dynamic behaviour is comparable to results in the
literature for a different insects and FWMAVs in both experiment and simulation,52,51,5 with the difference
that the oscillatory mode is often found to be unstable in insects. The stability is a consequence of the tail
on the studied ornithopter.

As can be seen in the figure, the oscillatory dynamics are captured accurately. Poles are clustered for
similar conditions, with only slight overlap between results from different but neighbouring test conditions.
Given the free-flight test conditions and manual trimming and piloting, it is unlikely for the exact same
results to be obtained from any two distinct manoeuvres, however the generally good agreement between
results obtained in the approximate same condition represents a form of validation and points to an adequate
reliability of the results. It can also be observed that there is a clear trend in the oscillatory component.
With increasing velocity, the oscillatory pole moves towards lower frequencies. It also appears to shift
towards the right half plane, suggesting that at even higher velocities the oscillation may become unstable,
while it becomes more stable at lower velocities. The damping seems fairly constant, except at the lowest
velocity, where it appears to decrease. However, at very low velocities, the dynamics change significantly,
and a significant second oscillation forms, so that evaluating the results becomes less straightforward. In
general, the slow flight case leads to more widely varying results. This may have a number of causes. At low
velocities the effect of disturbances, such as slight air draughts, becomes more significant. This also implies
that velocity measurements, and hence computed angle of attack values, are less accurate, which may also
affect the results. A visual evaluation during flight also suggests that the coupling between lateral and
longitudinal dynamics is increased, and coupled oscillations tend to form, which the current model structure
does not account for. Finally, it was remarked that at low velocities there was more noise in the data - this
may have been partially related to the specific time the flights were conducted at (e.g. more light disturbing
the tracking, more air fluctuations), but may also be connected to slow flight regimes, which can be more
challenging to maintain smoothly. Hence more accurate testing and more complex model structures may be
necessary to obtain a more elaborate idea of the dynamics at very low velocities.

The aperiodic dynamics are captured less accurately overall. It can be seen that there is a significant
degree of variation, again, especially at very low velocities, where the aperiodic poles cover a wide range.
There still appears to be a trend with the flight conditions, but it is more difficult to recognise clearly, and
more data is required for a conclusive evaluation. In addition to the points discussed previously with regard
to slow velocities, the larger variation in the aperiodic dynamics may also be due to insufficient excitation of
parts of the dynamics - e.g. previous tests showed that throttle manoeuvres are required to excite some parts
of the dynamics (mainly the velocity w, aligned with the fuselage) more effectively. Despite the significant
uncertainty in the results, particularly for some of the tests, the aperiodic poles cover a fairly limited range,
several results are repeatable and there do appear to be trends. Specifically, it seems that at very high
velocities the aperiodic poles are closer together and stable, and in some cases they pair up to form a second,
lower frequency and more damped oscillation. As the forward velocity increases, the poles move away from
each other on the real axis. This trend is difficult to confirm with the current data, as there is some overlap,
but certainly the poles vary more widely as the velocity increases. This may partly be due to inaccurate
estimation and/or data, but also suggests that poles indeed become more spaced out. Moreover it can be
seen that at very low velocities the vehicle appears to have a tendency to instability, and again, a second
oscillatory pair seems to form, that has a similar damping to the first oscillation, but a lower frequency.
This is in agreement with flight experience, where the vehicle has indeed been found to perform unusual,
slow, badly damped oscillations at low velocities. These were mainly observed in the lateral dynamics, but
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Figure 12: Poles of the models obtained in different conditions, from a number of different manoeuvres. Colours
indicate results obtained in the same flight condition.
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it is not unreasonable to suppose that something analogous is occurring to a lesser extent in the longitudinal
dynamics, or indeed, that the two components become more coupled at low velocities.

Further testing is required to obtain a more conclusive, reliable and complete overview, however the
current results already yield initial insight and represent a useful basis for further dynamic analysis and
modelling.

B. Outlook: flapping behaviour analysis

In addition to supplying useful information on the cycle-averaged dynamics, the collected free-flight data
can be used to effectively analyse sub-flap cycle processes. The suggested experimental setup allows for
consideration of higher frequency content than can be achieved with optical tracking alone (cf. fig. 6),
and allows for consideration of manoeuvres, which is not possible in open-loop wind tunnel experiments.
Accurate and realistic high-frequency content can be useful for dynamic analysis, e.g. considering the effect
of the flapping-related oscillations in the states, however it is particularly essential in aerodynamic studies.
It has for instance been shown that some unsteady effects, such as clap-and-fling, are visible clearly only at
very high frequencies,14 which are typically only accurately observable in wind tunnel tests. At the same
time, as mentioned in sec. I, wind tunnel and free-flight data are not always identical, hence it is valuable to
be able to obtain qualitatively comparable data in free-flight conditions. The suggested EKF yields results
that are closer to wind tunnel results in terms of detail and information content, while also more realistic,
as they represent free flight. The possibility of considering manoeuvres is also of interest, as this is an
essential component for a real flying vehicle. Furthermore, previous work has hypothesised that additional
interactions may occur at the sub-flap level during manoeuvres, that are not observable in steady flight.
Again, this cannot be studied in the wind tunnel. Thus, the suggested combination of different data sources
yields a more comprehensive and in-depth overview of time-resolved flapping behaviour, that constitutes a
useful stepping stone for further work in this field.

V. Conclusion

We discussed a set of flight tests conducted for dynamic analysis and model identification of a flapping-
wing micro aerial vehicle (FWMAV) in different flight regimes, ranging from 0.4 to 1.1 m/s. The flight test
planning and execution was discussed, including experiment design and data fusion procedures specific to
flapping-wing vehicles, and, in some cases, applying equally to MAVs in general. A number of issues were
identified, and solutions suggested where available.

An extended Kalman filter was suggested to fuse data from on-board inertial sensors and off-board optical
tracking measurements. This was found to provide more reliable data and, in particular, to yield more
extensive and accurate insight into the sub-flap cycle behaviour of the vehicle. This approach is considered
generally useful for studying flapping-wing vehicles in free-flight, as it avoids the tethering inherent in wind
tunnel testing and also allows for manoeuvring to be considered.

System identification was applied to obtain simple linear models for the flight dynamics of the vehicle
in each of the different flight regimes considered. All obtained models were found to be accurate, and,
additionally, models obtained from separate manoeuvres conducted in the same flight condition, generally
led to comparable results. An initial global evaluation was made by comparing the eigenmodes of the obtained
models, hence gaining some insight into the dynamics of the platform. The ornithopter was found to have
a periodic mode and two aperiodic modes. The periodic mode assumes decreasing frequencies at increasing
trimmed forward velocities, and tends to become less damped and less stable at very low velocities. Similar
results are obtained for the same flight conditions. The aperiodic modes vary model widely, both within
the same flight conditions and between different flight conditions, and improved results may be obtained
through the use of additional excitation through flapping frequency variation input signals, as well as more
accurate testing. Current results suggest that the two aperiodic modes are close together on the real axis at
high velocities, and move further apart as velocity decreases, forming a second oscillatory mode at very low
velocities, and tending towards instability. However, further testing is required to confirm these observations.

The obtained results pave the way for global modelling, providing an initial dataset that covers a range
of different conditions, and also includes accurate flapping effects. Future work will encompass extending
the reach of the dataset, by considering different centre of gravity locations, as well as lateral dynamics, and
integrating flapping effects in the model. Flapping frequency input will also be used to provide more effective
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excitation of certain components in the dynamics, as well as to obtain an idea of the control effectiveness of
the flapping wings, whose frequency can be varied while flying. The final goal is to develop a comprehensive
global model by combining the local models, thus expanding the potential of the vehicle studied, but also
yielding insight into flapping-wing mechanisms and design generally. A global model will also be a significant
asset for control design work, allowing for more effective controllers, and ultimately, improved autonomy and
performance of flapping-wing flyers.
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